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TOTO Introduces the MH Connect+ Wall-Mount Toilet and Washlet
New MH Connect+ Wall-Hung Dual-Flush Toilet and D-Shaped Washlet Combination
Offers an Elegant, Seamless Look
(Morrow, GA) January 10, 2017 — TOTO expands its line of Connect+ high-efficiency toilets and
Washlet combinations with its new MH Connect+ wall-mount high-efficiency dual flush toilet and
D-shaped Washlet. This new addition to TOTO's popular Connect+ line combines powerful DualMax 3D Tornado flushing performance with an elegant appearance—modern, clean, simple, and
timeless. The WaterSense labelled MH Connect+ high-efficiency toilet (HET) and Washlet pair join
TOTO's new MH and popular Maris and Aquia wall-hung, dual-flush models.
Connect+ Line
During the manufacturing process,
TOTO's Connect+ line of highefficiency toilets are pre-drilled with a
hole located near the seat bolt holes at
the back of the toilet's bowl, which
enables the Washlet's power cord and
water hose to pass through easily. The
specially-designed Connect+ Washlets'
electrical connection and water supply
are designed to pair seamlessly with the
new concealed connection toilets.
People-Centered Design
Like the MH wall-mount HET, the new
MH Connect+ wall-hung high-efficinecy
toilet has a chic design, characterized
by a fully skirted bowl with clean, simple lines, which offers design flexibility. This stylish model
saves precious space in the bathroom as its DuoFit In-Wall Tank System is concealed along with the
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mounting bolts and connection for its Connect+ D-Shaped Washlet bidet seat. The handsome,
user-friendly dual-flush push plate may be removed, providing easy access to the tank's interior
components. Lifted from the floor, the wall-mount MH Connect+ HET makes cleaning beneath a
simple and easy. This versatile unit may be mounted at standard or Universal Height.
CeFiONtect Glaze
The MH Connect+ HET's vitreous china bowl is coated with CeFiONtect, TOTO’s nano-technology
glaze that seals the porcelain with an ionized barrier. This creates a super-slippery, non-porous
surface that repels visible and invisible waste. When protected by CeFiONtect, the water that
cleanses the bowl and rim during the flush also removes waste, stains, residue, and limescale
buildup. Owners will need fewer harsh detergents when cleaning the bowl, which are expensive
and harmful to the planet.
Dual-Max 3D Tornado Flushing System
The wall-mount MH Connect+ HET’s Dual-Max 3D Tornado flushing system reduces the common
complaint that many dual-flush HET owners have—the need to flush, then brush the bowl to
remove streaking after every solid stop.
Inspired by nature's tornados, TOTO engineers harnessed the power of gravity and water to spin
away waste by designing a seamless bowl interior with a concave rim to channel high-speed water
jets. Each flush effectively removes matter, debris, stains, residue, and limescale, as it provides
superior bowl and rim cleansing action.
This WaterSense-labelled, high-efficiency toilet
consumes a responsible 1.28 gallons per flush
(gpf) for solid waste and 0.9 gpf for liquid.
Averaging solid and liquid stops over the course
of a day, the typical flush for this elegant dualflush toilet is approximately 1.0 gpf.
The new MH Connect+ wall-mount toilet
provides interior designers and consumers with a
chic, metropolitan design option that is at home
in a variety of bathroom interiors and is ideal for
a powder room or small bath.
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Connect+ D-Shaped Washlet
After any bathroom break, the Connect+ D-Shaped Washlet bidet seat offers warm aerated water
to cleanse and warm air to dry. Activated by a simple touch of its silver wireless remote, users
control the temperature and pressure of the
soothing warm aerated water, self-cleaning dualaction spray wand, heated seat, warm air dryer, and
built-in deodorizing system. The D-shaped design
of its contoured heated seat offers maximum
comfort, and its SoftClose lid closes gently after
use, eliminating toilet seat slam.
Premist
The Connect+ D-Shaped Washlet offers TOTO’s
proprietary Premist technology, which helps keep
the toilet’s bowl clean by pre-misting it with tap
water prior to use. Pre-misting the bowl prevents
matter from adhering to its surface approximately
80% better than dry porcelain.
Journalists' Note: As with all TOTO products, high-resolution digital photographs of the MH
Connect+ Wall-Hung Toilet and D-Shaped Washlet are immediately upon request.
About TOTO
TOTO USA is headquarters for the Americas Division of the TOTO Global Group, which was
established in 1917 with the founding of TOTO, Ltd., in Kitakyushu, Japan. TOTO is the world’s
largest manufacturer of bathroom fixtures and fittings with $5.1 billion dollars in annual sales. For
the past 100 years, TOTO has been the recognized leader in innovation, technology, performance,
and design with products that enhance the luxury bathroom experience. Today, the company
maintains 25,700 employees in 69 offices around the world and owns manufacturing facilities in
Japan, Mexico, the USA, China and Europe with an affiliated network of more than 80 production
facilities worldwide. With over 1,500 engineers on staff and three centers devoted to research and
development, TOTO is dedicated to engineering products that respect the environment while
meeting people's needs for comfort, beauty and performance. TOTO’s corporate philosophy—
People-First Innovation—is the guiding principle for all the company’s processes, from engineering
and design to manufacturing and sales. Consumers enjoy the peace of mind that comes from
knowing they purchased a brand that innovates to improve people’s quality of life. Winner of
numerous domestic and international awards and recognitions, TOTO is the only plumbing
manufacturer honored as Water Efficiency Leader by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
The company continues to raise industry standards and consumer expectations as to what is
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possible in the bath space, as TOTO believes a high-quality bathroom is an experience and an
everyday luxury people value and appreciate.
For more information, consumers may visit www.totousa.com or call 1.888.295.8134, Option 5.
Follow TOTO on Twitter (@TOTOUSA) and become a TOTO fan on Facebook.
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